!!! RANGE RULES !!!
FOUR BASIC SAFETY RULES:
• Assume all guns are always loaded.
• Never let the muzzle cover anything you are not willing to destroy.
• Keep your finger off the trigger till your sights are on the target.
• Identify your target, and what is behind it.
UNSAFE FIREARM HANDLING:
Unsafe firearm handling will result in immediate Disqualification (DQ) from a match. The following is a nonexclusive
list of unsafe behaviors.
A. Endangering any person, including yourself. This includes sweeping one’s self or anyone else with a loaded or
unloaded firearm. Sweeping is defined as allowing the muzzle of the firearm (loaded or unloaded) to cross or cover
any portion of a person. Exception: Some body types combined with some holster types makes it almost impossible to
holster a firearm or remove the firearm from the holster without sweeping a portion of the shooter’s lower
extremities. Thus, a match Disqualification is not applicable for sweeping of the shooter’s own body below the belt
while removing the firearm from the holster or holstering of the firearm, provided that the shooter’s trigger finger is
clearly outside of the trigger guard. However, once the muzzle of the firearm is clear of the holster on the draw,
sweeping any part of the body is a Disqualification. Example: Sweeping one’s leg on a seated start is a DQ.
B. Pointing the muzzle beyond designated “Muzzle Safe Points” if used, or beyond the 180-degree Muzzle Safe Plane if
used.
C. Intentionally engaging (discharging the firearm) anything other than a target or an activator.
D. A discharge: a. in the holster. b. striking up range of the shooter. c. into the ground downrange closer to the shooter
than 2 yards, unless engaging a low target that is within 2 yards. d. over a berm. e. during Load And Make Ready,
Unload and Show Clear, Reload, or Malfunction Clearance. f. before the start signal. g. while transferring a firearm
from one hand to the other. h. while handling a firearm except at the firing line.
E. Removing a firearm from the holster, unless: a. With verbal instruction from a SO. b. While engaging targets in a CoF
under the direct supervision and visual contact of a SO. c. When in a designated “Safe Area”.
F. Pointing the muzzle over the berm during the “Pull the Trigger” portion of Unload and Show Clear.
G. Drawing a firearm while facing up range. 2.3 Dropping A Firearm 2.3.1 Dropping a loaded or unloaded firearm or
causing it to fall, during Load And Make Ready, the shooting of a string or stage, reloads or malfunction clearance or
during Unload and Show Clear will result in disqualification from the match. If a shooter drops a firearm, the SO will
immediately give the command “Stop”. The SO will pick up/recover the dropped firearm and render it safe and
unloaded before returning it to the shooter. The shooter will be disqualified from the match. If a shooter drops a
loaded or unloaded firearm or causes it to fall within a stage boundary, the shooter is disqualified from the match.
With the exception of revolvers with open cylinders, HIGH MUZZLE RELOADS ARE PROHIBITED. Please keep muzzles
below the top of the berms on the ranges.

BE SAFE and KEEP OTHERS SAFE!!

